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Abstract

Density functional theory (PBEO/defZ-TZVPP) calculations in conjunction with polarizable

continuum model were used to assess the reaction mechanism of intramolecular oxime transfer

reaction that leads to the formation of isoxazolines. Different diastereomers of the intermediates

as well as different oximes (formaldehyde and acetone oxime) were considered. The computed

reaction profile predicts the water addition and expulsion steps as the highest barriers along the

pathway, a conclusion which is in line with the experimental evidence obtained previously for

these reactions.
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Introduction

Gathering evidence for a proposed reaction mechanism involving several reactive intermediates

and complex equilibria can be challenging even with modern spectroscopic methods and kinetic

experiments. The main difficulty arises when the intermediates escape experimental detection

and identification. In these cases, the use of computational methods should give further insights

into the plausibility of the mechanism and the relative stabilities of postulated short-lived

intermediates. Herein, we discuss a case involving a seemingly simple oxime transfer reaction

where the key intermediates could not be detected experimentally and a tentative mechanism was

inferred from substituent effects.

We have previously reported both racemic and enantioselective organocatalytic methods for the

synthesis of 3-unsubstituted 2-isoxazolines (1) from oximes (2) and (LB-unsaturated aldehydes

(3).1 In conjunction with these studies, the mechanism of this transformation has been studied by

kinetic measurements and analysis of the product distributions, leading to the following

observations on the mechanism.1b NMR monitoring of the reaction progress indicated that the

reaction likely proceeds via the conjugate addition product 4, since the concentration of this

intermediate climbs and falls during the initial stages of the reaction, and the concentration of

isoxazoline then starts to increase. Evidence for the iminium catalysis of this step can be

obtained from the observed sense of enantioselection when the reaction was carried out with

chiral amines (Scheme 1).
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Scheme 1. Previously reported organocatalytic asymmetric synthesis of 2-unsubstituted isoxazolines.

However, less conclusive evidence could be obtained for the mechanism of the oxime transfer

reaction in which the conjugate addition product 4 is converted to the isoxazoline 1.

Experimentally, this step was examined by NMR with separately prepared conjugate addition

product 4, and these studies established that this sequence was likely to be acid-catalyzed and not

iminium-catalyzed. Faster rates were obtained with acids such as diphenyl phosphate than with

the corresponding ammonium salts (e.g. N—methylammonium diphenyl phosphate). Further

investigations of the entire reaction sequence suggested that increasing the concentration of

water in the reaction medium increased the rate slightly, while a further substitution in the [3

position of the enal 3 led to more significant increases in the overall rate and concomitant

decrease in the peak concentration of the intermediate 4. Furthermore, cyclohexanone oxime

turned out to be superior to both acetone oxime as well as cyclopentanone oxime in terms of rate.

If the reaction proceeds via tetrahedral intermediates 5 — 7 (Scheme 2), the results with different

oximes suggest that the most likely candidates for the rate-determining step are either the first

step (addition of H20) or the last step (expulsion of water and subsequent deprotonation). The

faster rates obtained with [3,B-disubstituted enals seemed to rule out the first possibility since the

[3 substituents were unlikely to increase the rate of addition of H20 to the oxime. These

considerations suggested that the last step of the sequence (7 - > 1, Scheme 2) was the most

likely candidate for the rate-determining step. However, the possibility that the reaction proceeds
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Via an alternative pathway, where the expulsion of the carbonyl compound and cyclization take

place in the reverse order, could not be ruled out (Scheme 3).

Route A

1

g 0

0% ESH RZW‘OHR m.2” R

4 diastereomers

Step 3 - Ketone expulsion

4 diastereomers

Step 2 - Cyclization

Step 4 - Water expulsion

Scheme 2. Proposed reaction route for isoxazoline formation from conjugate addition product 4.
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Scheme 3. Alternative reaction route for isoxazoline formation from conjugate addition product 4.

If the reaction occurs via route A, the oxime transfer reaction is likely initiated by the water

addition step in which the water molecule attacks the oxime group of the conjugate addition

product (4). As the conjugate addition product is an observable intermediate (and thus reasonably

stable), it can be assumed that the water addition step is slow without proper catalysis. Indeed,

the importance of acid catalysis in the reversible addition of water to oximes has been shown in

extensive mechanistic studies which were carried out in aqueous media and at various pH

values.2 The role of the acid catalysis in aqueous media has also been verified in computational

studies.3 Moreover, as mentioned above, the oxime transfer reaction takes place in the presence

of an acid catalyst also in non-polar aprotic solvents. Based on these previous results, a

reasonable first guess for the mechanism involves the reversible addition of water to the
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conjugate addition product under acid catalysis. We are aware that the nucleophile could also be

another species, such as another oxime, but here we consider water as the first choice of the

nucleophile.

The addition of water should lead to a tetrahedral carbinolamine intermediate 5. It is expected

that the nitrogen in the carbinolamine is more nucleophilic than the nitrogen in the oxime species

4, and thus, an acid catalyzed intramolecular 1,2-addition to aldehyde can proceed after the water

addition step.4

Since the cyclization step yields a new carbinolamine 6 with additional stereocenters at nitrogen

and C3, it is plausible that the cyclization step gives a mixture of diastereoisomers that lead to

competitive reaction routes. Despite the effort, no diastereomeric intermediates 6 could be

detected by 1H NMR or trapped by silylation in previous experimental studies, indicating that the

carbinolamine diastereomers are highly reactive intermediates within the reaction. As the

carbinolamine stereocenters are lost after the water elimination step, the gathered experimental

. . . . . . . 1bdata prov1des no 1nd1catlon that one distereomerlc route is favored over the others.

After the cyclization step, the expulsion of carbonyl compound can take place. This step is

considered to be catalyzed by the conjugate base generated in the previous step. In addition to

deprotonation of the forming oxonium ion, this step requires activation of the carbinolamine

nitrogen by protonation. Sayer and co-workers found both of these factors to affect the rate of the

reversible formation of tetrahedral carbinolamine products in acidic aqueous solutions.4b In

addition, they concluded that the formation of a zwitterionic ammonium—alkoxide intermediate

leads to a rapid collapse of the carbinolamine to an amine and a carbonyl species.

Page 6 of 24
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The final step of the oxime transfer reaction is the water expulsion that is comparable to the

dehydration step of oxime formation reactions. Under aqueous and neutral conditions, the

dehydration of the oxime is the rate determining step and the observed kinetic isotope effect is

consistent with general acid catalysis.4a As a consequence, it is highly likely that the proton

transfer or hydrogen bond activation of the hydroxyl group of the intermediate 7 catalyzes the

water expulsion which yields a protonated isoxazoline species. Final deprotonation affords the

desired 2-isoxazoline product.

In route B, the steps of route A are traced in reverse order. Therefore, the above reaction

mechanism discussion is also applicable to the route B. However, if the cyclization step is

reasonably fast, A will be more a potential route for the intramolecular oxime transfer reaction. lb

The purpose of the present study is to examine these reaction routes and steps in more detail and

to find out the most plausible reaction mechanism for the intramolecular oxime transfer reaction

by using DFT calculations. First, we shortly discuss our computational model systems. Second,

we investigate the mechanism and the thermochemistry of the cyclization, carbonyl expulsion

and water expulsion steps (steps 2-4 in schemes 2 and 3) of the oxime transfer reaction by means

of the simple model systems (formaldehyde oxime models). Third, we study the whole reaction

pathway by using more realistic system (acetone oxime model) with bulkier substituents and,

finally, compare experimental and computational data.

Computational details

All calculations were performed employing the PBEO hybrid exchange-correlation functional in

conjunction with improved default triple-Z; valence polarized basis set, namely defZ-TZVPP, in

solution phases’6 The presence of solvent was taken into account using the integral equation
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formalism variant of the Polarizable Continuum Model (IEFPCM).7 As a solvent, toluene was

chosen, since the vast majority of the previous experimental work has been done in non-polar

and aprotic solvents.

In order to locate the transition states, the potential energy hypersurface scans with respect to a

selected internal reaction coordinate were carried out to get initial guesses for transition states,

followed by full geometry optimizations. For optimized transition states, the intrinsic reaction

coordinate (IRC) calculation was performed to acquire starting geometries for each reactants and

products by following the reaction path along the transition vector to both directions.8

Subsequent geometry optimizations were carried out for initial structures obtained from IRC

calculations to find minimum structures for each intermediate. In all calculations, several

different conformers were tested to locate the lowest energy minima and transition states on the

potential energy hypersurface.

Frequency analyses were performed for all stationary points found to ensure that they correspond

to either true minima (no imaginary frequencies) or first-order transition states (only one

negative imaginary frequency). The thermochemical data were acquired at T = 298.15 K, P =

101.325 kPa (1 atm) using the ideal gas - rigid rotor - harmonic oscillator approximation as

implemented in Gaussian09.9

To find out the rate determining states for the intramolecular oxime transfer reaction, we used the

energetic span concept as defined by Kozuch and Shaik.10 In this terminology, the efficiency of

the catalytic cycle, i.e. the turnover frequency (TOF) is determined by one transition state and

one intermediate which are called TOP-determining transition state (TDTS) and TOF-

determining intermediate (TDI).

Page 8 of 24
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All calculations were performed with Gaussian 09 program,9 whereas the visualizations of

- 11compounds were done w1th Mercury.

Results and Discussion

Quantum chemical calculations were carried out for two different model systems, formaldehyde

oxime (R1 = R3: H, R2 = Me) and acetone oxime (R1 = H R2 = R3 = Me), at PBEO/defQ-TZVPP

level of theory in solution phase.5’6 Calculations were first carried out with the smaller

formaldehyde oxime models since, to the best of our knowledge, no previous computational

studies have been reported for the intramolecular oxime transfer reaction in the literature. Only a

handful of similar computational and theoretical investigations exist but they have mainly

concentrated on the hydrolysis and isomerization of oximes.3 Hence, it was necessary first to get

a preliminary picture from the oxime transfer reaction before quantum chemical calculations

were performed for larger and more realistic acetone oxime models.

Although the compounds investigated in this study are already simplified if compared to the

experimental setting, the model systems were further simplified in order to lower the

computational cost of calculations by omitting the weakly coordinating anion, such as the

diphenylphosphate anion. Moreover, it was important to include the solvent effect into to the

calculation via integral equation formalism variant of the polarizable continuum model7 since all

experimental reactions take place in non-polar solutions and it has been showed in numerous

studies that the presence of the solvent influences the reaction energy profile.12 Toluene was

chosen as the solvent for the solvation model.

In analogy to the experimental studies on oxime formation and hydrolysis}4 the reaction

pathway of the present oxime transfer reaction can be considered to include general acid or base
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catalyzed steps which involve synchronous or rapid proton transfers. Since our previous

experimental mechanistic studies on this reaction were carried out under moderately acidic

conditions (oxoacids or their ammonium salts, see ref 1) methylammonium ion and its conjugate

base methylamine were selected as the acid and base catalysts for the computational studies. In

addition to this, the proposed intermediates have functionalities that can act as H-bond donors or

acceptors. Therefore, it was crucial to use a quantum chemical method capable of describing

hydrogen bonding and to ensure that the energy differences between diastereomeric routes do not

arise solely from different hydrogen bond networks of optimized complexes.13

Reaction Mechanism: The computational examination of the oxime transfer reaction were

started from route A and from the cyclization step using four formaldehyde oxime models 5a-

5a’”. Calculations reveal that the transition states TSSa_6a- TSsam_6am involve a synchronized

formation of a C-N single bond and a proton transfer from methylammonium to the aldehyde

oxygen (Fig. 1, Fig. Sl-S3). That is, the cyclization occurs in concerted manner. Following the

transition vectors of transition states TSSa_6a-T85aw_63m to forward direction lead to the closure of

the five membered ring in each case and the formation of four diastereomers 6a-6a’” with

stereocenters at nitrogen, C3 and C5 (2-isoxazoline numbering).l4 In the product complex,

methylamine is hydrogen bonded to all diastereomers in a similar manner.

The aldehyde expulsion step begins with the structural reorganization of hydrogen bonded

complexes of 6a-6a’” , giving four new complexes 6b—6b’”, respectively, in which methylamine

forms a new hydrogen bond with the hydroxyl group of the carbinolamine group (Fig. 1, Fig. Sl-

S3). This reorganization ensures that methylamine can act as a base catalyst in the aldehyde

expulsion step. After the reorganization, the aldehyde expulsion step proceeds in concerted

manner just like the cyclization step: transition states TS6b_7a-T86bm_7am involve a proton transfer
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from carbinolamine to methylamine in conjunction with C—N single bond breaking between the

expulsing formaldehyde and ring system. As a consequence, four hydrogen bond complexes 7a-

7a”’are formed. Although the hydrogen bond complexes of 6b-6b’” and 7a-7a’” are quite

identical, small variations can be seen in transition states (TS6b_7a and TS6b’_7a’ vs. TS6b”_7a” and

TS6bm_7am) due to the different orientation of the hydroxyl group of isoxazolidine ring (Fig. 1,

Fig. s1—s3).

11+ 71+

6b Ts“,7a 7a

_Il+
\(I W A 7‘ | 1 ss \ ‘\( 1m A ItC) 7“ 311" H 730A \/‘"fl'_, ,\’\ 4 —’ ya

\8 \ 1.78 A ~'
1.85 A 2465 A

7a TS7a-1a 13

Figure 1. Optimized geometries of reagents, transitions states and products for the first diastereomer of formaldehyde oxime
model: a) cyclization, b) aldehyde expulsion and c) water expulsion step. Color code: red = reaction coordinate and blue =
hydrogen bond. Optimized geometries of three other diastereomers are presented in supporting information (Fig.51-S3).
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The close spatial proximity of methylammonium ion and the hydroxyl group of the oxime in

hydrogen bond complexes 73 and 7a’ enables the last step of the oxime transfer reaction (the

water expulsion step) to proceed without significant reorganization of 7a or 721’. However, 7a”

and 721’” have to undergo reorganization to 7b” and 7b’” prior to the water expulsion step can

take place (Fig. 1 and Fig. 81-83). This reorganization has also effect on the geometries of

transition states TS7bn_1a and TS7bw_1a which display dissimilar hydrogen bonded complexes than

TS7a_1a and TS7aa_1a. Despite the different hydrogen bond networks, the transition vectors of all

transition states are connected to a proton transfer from methylammonium ion to the hydroxyl

group of oxime and the breaking of O-C single bond of hydroxyl group. These processes are also

evident from the structural changes (Fig. l): for example, the length of O-C bond is 1.42 A, 1.85

A and 2.65 A in 7a, TS7a_1a, 1a, respectively, indicating the clear elongation of O-C single bond

during the reaction. IRC calculations for TS7a_1a-TS7bm_1a followed by geometry optimizations

confirm that transition states lead to the desired reaction product 1a of which a proton can be

removed spontaneously in the presence of the base (see below discussion, Fig. S4, and Tab. 82).

For each step in the route B, the conformations of the starting complex and the product were

optimized, and transition states searched. However, all potential energy surface (PES) scans with

respect to the expulsion of the carbonyl compound from the intermediate 5 led to higher energy

complexes. Also, no reasonable transition state could be found for this step. Thus, it is highly

unlikely that the oxime transfer reaction takes place through the reaction pathway B, and,

therefore, pathway B was excluded from further study.

Reaction energy: The Figure 2 shows computed Gibbs free energies for all formaldehyde oxime

999models. All acyclic intermediates, Sa-Sa , react with a methylammonium via a low lying

3”transition state to give cyclic intermediates 6a-6a , respectively, which are lower in energy than
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the corresponding acyclic intermediates. This result indicates that the cyclization step of the

reaction is exergonic and proceeds spontaneously. Even though the equilibrium of this step

should be on the right side, it is feasible that the acyclic and cyclic intermediates are in a fast

equilibrium due to their similar energies and small activation barriers between these two reactive

species. Although the transitions states and products of the first and third diastereomers are

slightly lower in energy than the corresponding species of the second and fourth diastereomers,

results imply that all diastereomers 6a-6a’” are accessible and the overall significance of the

cyclization step to the oxime transfer reaction is minor.

cyclization formaldehyde expulsion water expulsion

20-

15—

10-

AG
[kc

al
mo

l"]

Reaction coordinate

Figure 2. Calculated Gibbs free energies for formaldehyde oxime models: diastereomer 1 (green), diastereomer 2 (blue),
diastereomer 3 (red) and diastereomer 4 (yellow). All values are scaled to Gibbs free energy of 5a and they are also listed in
Table 81.
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According to the proposed mechanism and calculations, methylamine participates in the

aldehyde expulsion step by general base catalysis and, thus, the expulsion of formaldehyde

requires that methylamine coordinates to the proton of the formaldehyde carbinolamine. These

changes in coordination (from 6a-6a’” to 6b-6b’”) are slightly unfavorable in regard to free

energy (Fig. 2). The aldehyde expulsion step has a higher activation barrier than the cyclization

step: the activation energies of diastereomers vary between 1.0 and 2.1 kcal mol'1 in the

cyclization step, whereas in the aldehyde expulsion step they are in the range of 99-112 kcal

mol'l.15 This result and the fact that the intermediates 7a-7a’” are clearly lower in energy than

transition states TS7,._12.-TS7bm_1a indicates that aldehyde expulsion step is not as reversible as the

cyclization step.

As the experimental data suggested that the water expulsion step might be the rate determining

step, we decided to study this step in more detail by calculating the Gibbs free energy of the

reaction under different conditions. Firstly, the water expulsion step was studied by including the

expulsed formaldehyde molecule in the complex in order to get a correct energy scaling for the

whole reaction in case of all diastereomers. Secondly, for the first diastereomer series (Sa-la)

additional calculations were made in which a number of hydrogen bonds within complex were

varied and reaction conditions were changed from acidic to basic (for more details, see Fig. S4 in

the SI).

It is evident from Figure 2 that the reorganization of the hydrogen bond complex from 721”

(7a”’) to 7b” (7b”’) changes the free energies of the complexes: 7b” and 7b”’ are 4.4 and 2.7

kcal mol'1 higher in energy than 721” and 7a”’, respectively. Hence, the reorganization is not

Page 14 of 24
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energetically favorable but necessary for the water elimination step to occur. The calculated

transition states TS7a_la-TS7bm_1am are global energy maxima for formaldehyde oxime models,

suggesting that the TS of the water expulsion step would be the TDTS in this case. As the

stereocenters at nitrogen and carbon in position 3 are lost within the water expulsion step, the

transition states lie almost in same free energy on the potential energy surface and lead to the

protonated reaction product la which is higher in energy than the corresponding starting

materials. The energy of the protonated species drop significantly when the proton is removed

from the ring system to afford the final isoxazoline product which is the global energy minima

for whole reaction (see below).

The effect of the relative stereochemistry on the entire reaction pathway is small but nevertheless

evident from the computations. The first (5a-7a) and the third (5a”-7a”) diastereomer series

allow ~0.3-4.0 kcal mol'llower energies for the cyclization and aldehyde expulsion steps,

whereas the starting complexes of the first and the second diastereomer series (7a and 7a’) are

~2.0-4.0 kcal mol'1 lower in energy in the water expulsion step compared to the other two series.

The similar hydrogen bond networks in the cyclization step (Sa-Sa’”, 6a-6a’” and TSSa_6a-

TSSam_6am) imply that the hydrogen bonding has little contribution to the energy differences in

this step. On the contrary, the energy differences between intermediates 7a-7a’” are affected to

some degree by the H-bond networks as they cannot form identical complexes due to different

configuration of functional groups.

In order to determine the importance of the number of hydrogen bonds in the complexes, the

calculations for the water expulsion step were performed starting from singly (7c) and doubly

(7d) hydrogen bonded intermediates. As expected, the doubly hydrogen bonded complex is

stabilized by the additional H-bond (~4.0 kcal mol'l) but it has an unfavorable effect, although
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very small (~0.5 kcal mol'l), on the transition state energy. The energy difference could be

explained by a higher entropic cost relative to the singly H-bonded starting complex and the loss

of stabilization due to the weakened H-bond.

As the oxime formation from hydroxylamine and carbonyl compounds is known to be pH

sensitive in aqueous solutions2a and the oxime transfer step was highly dependent on the pKaH of

the amine catalyst, e.g. N—methylaniline versus pyrrolidine,1b we expected to see differences in

the transition state energies in acidic and basic conditions. Thus, the calculations for the

isoxazoline formation from carbinolamine were also performed in the presence of one equivalent

of base (hydroxide ion without 7e and with expulsed formaldehyde 7f or methylamine 7g). From

these results, the effect of the acid catalyst on the transition state energy is clear. The activation

energy of transition states T8734a is 19.2 kcal mol'l, whereas the activation barrier is raised in the

presence of hydroxide anion significantly higher: 28.2 and 31.4 kcal mol'1 for TS7e_1d and TS7f.]e,

respectively (Tab. 82). The effect of a neutral methylamine base is smaller, and it show similar

activation energy (21.8 kcal mol'l) for the water expulsion step. As such, the catalytic effect of

the methylammonium ion survives buffered conditions (the presence of methylamine) but it is

lost in the presence of a stronger base.

In summary, calculations for the simple formaldehyde oxime models confirm that the reaction

pathways of intramolecular oxime transfer reaction contains general acid or base catalyzed

equilibrium steps, which involve synchronous or rapid proton transfers. Based on the reaction

energy data, the first two equilibrium steps of the intramolecular oxime transfer reaction can

affect the overall reaction rate via the concentration of 7. However, the water elimination step -

that has the highest transition state and activation energy - most likely plays a more important

role in the reaction. It should also be added that the intermediates and side products of each step
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have the ability to form different kinds of hydrogen bonded complexes and small changes in

these complexes can alter the reaction energy profile significantly.

Acetone oxime model system: The reaction mechanism of an intramolecular oxime transfer

reaction was also investigated in case of more realistic systems (R3: Me, acetone oxime) since

this oxime was used in most of the experimental studies}?16 Furthermore, it was still unclear why

the intermediate 4 is the only species of all intermediates which has been observed in

experimental studies although computational studies for the formaldehyde oxime model (R3 = H)

suggests that the intermediate 7 might be observable in the reaction mixture due to the

considerable activation barrier of the water expulsion step. To address the question Whether the

simplicity of the formaldehyde oxime model might have biased the results, calculations of

acetone oxime model were carried out starting from the water addition step.

The results show that the water addition step likely takes place via a stepwise mechanism (Fig.

3). The first transition state TS4i_4j involves two proton transfer reactions: from methyl

ammonium ion to water and from water to nitrogen atom of the conjugate addition product 4i.

The second transition state TS4j_5i contains also two simultaneous events: the attacking water

molecule attaches to the electrophilic carbon atom of 4j and donates the proton to methylamine

at the same time. Even though two different transition states were located for the stepwise

mechanism, no intermediate that is lower in energy than the transition state TS4i_4j could be

located between the two transition states TS4i_4j and TS4j_5i, Hence, a concerted mechanism was

also considered and characterized computationally. In the concerted mechanism, the attacking

water molecule donates the proton to the conjugate addition product (Fig. 3, c). Thus, the

methylammonium ion only carriers the positive charge through the step. The concerted reaction
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pathway has a very high activation barrier (38.8 kcal mol'1 higher than TS4i_5i) indicating that the

rapid stepwise mechanism is much more likely.

After the water addition step, the subsequent steps, lie. the cyclization, expulsion of acetone, and

expulsion of water, proceed in a similar manner for both, formaldehyde and acetone oxime,

model systems and, thus, they are not discussed anymore in the case of acetone oxime model

(optimized geometries of acetone oxime model are given in Fig. SS). Since our computational

results for formaldehyde oxime models showed that the effect of different diastereomers on the

overall reaction profile was relatively minor, for the last three steps of the reaction, we restrict

our discussion only for the first diastereomer series (for 6i, corresponding to 2S*,3R*,SS*

relative stereochemistry) in case of acetone oxime model.

‘ _I 1+ _| 1+ _| 1+
N 2.07 A N' 2.86 A}/ /

y 1

1/:- f _a> \g 7\‘/ _> 1.77/3 ‘
1.78 A

129A \. 7 " .1 ,, //<. .. ,1, \/(/ 13 A \ ’ \’ , 1.02 A\/{’
1~65 A 1.78 All.,1 l-ZOA ' 2.25A M

,/1\ . ‘4\

Cl
1.7971 —|1+ —|1+

1.91 A

TS4i-5i 5i Ts4i-5i

Figure 3. The calculated stepwise (a—b) and concerted mechanisms (c) of the water addition step for the acetone oxime model.
Color code: red : reaction coordinate and blue : hydrogen bond.
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As can be seen from the Figure 5, of all steps of the reaction, the water addition step has the

highest transition state (TS4j_5i) and it has also a high activation energy that is ca. 27 kcal mol'l.

This result is fully in line with previous computational studies where similar activation barriers

were calculated for the addition of water to oximes.3b In addition, calculations indicate that the

conjugate addition product 4i is clearly lower in energy than the reaction product 5i of the water

addition step indicating that 4i is thermodynamically stable. These computational findings

readily explain the fact why the intermediate 4 can be detected experimentally and show that the

water addition step is a good candidate for the rate-determining step in the intramolecular oxime

transfer reaction.
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In the energetic span terminology, the TDI and TDTS are 4i and Ts4j_5i, respectively, indicating

that the rate of the intramolecular oxime transfer reaction is mainly controlled by the water

addition step. In our previous experimental studies, we suggested that the final water expulsion

step would be the rate-determining step mainly on the basis of substituent effects observed with

b,b-disubstituted enals. However, with simple b-monosubstituted enals (such as the model

crotonaldehyde used in this study), the experimentally determined rates of the cyclization

depended on the oxime structure in the order cyclohexanone oxime > acetone oxime >

cyclopentanone oxime. This order corresponds roughly to the reactivity difference of the

corresponding ketones to nucleophilic attack at carbonyl,‘7 suggesting that at least with these

oximes, the rate differences in the oxime transfer reaction might indeed be attributed to the rate

of the nucleophilic attack.

Our calculations also indicate that the water expulsion step has a considerable activation barrier

(~20.0 kcal mol'l, Fig. 5). Although the computational model studied herein predicts the water

addition step as the TDTS, it is conceivable that this picture could change with different

substitution patterns in the enal, and both water addition as well as the water expulsion steps

could contribute to the overall ratem’lg’19 Moreover, the omitted counteranion could also

influence on the reaction energy profile, although the relative energies of the intermediates and

transition states are likely affected to a lesser extent than the absolute energies. The final product

lj is much lower in energy (~10 kcal mol'l) than the conjugate addition product indicating that

the overall intramolecular oxime transfer reaction is clearly exergonic.
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Conclusion

Density functional theory (PBEO/defl-TZVPP) calculations in conjunction with polarizable

continuum model were used to assess the reaction mechanism of the intramolecular oxime

transfer reaction and its reaction energy profile. Although the model compounds employed in the

calculations were simplified from the experimental species, the computed activation barrier (27

kcal mol’l) for the oxime transfer reaction is reasonable given the slow rate of the reaction.

Moreover, calculations predicted that the formation and decomposition of tetrahedral

intermediates, Le. the addition of water to the oxime carbon, or the final expulsion of water to

form the isoxazoline have higher barriers than the remaining steps. These predictions are in line

with the experimental evidence obtained for this reaction. Hence, the pathway outlined in this

study represents a highly likely pathway for the intramolecular oxime transfer reaction and the

energy profiles obtained computationally are most likely valid depictions of the actual energy

profiles. Nevertheless, since the counteranion was omitted from the model and different

hydrogen bonding patterns of the intermediates affects the energies considerably, caution must

. . . . . . 20be exerc1sed 1n correlatmg the computed barrlers With reactlon rates.
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